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The Pressures of Time Pt. 2 
 

Reach out to the light, your time has now been revised 
Pay the price for the ultimate guide, or go undone and be redefined 
The sun, the moon they grow and combine, a product of a greater design 
A journey of learning, and earning, a light so bright denying the loss of life 

 
Always and falling away, follow the path of the artificial consciousness 
Struggling for light to survive 
Consuming the sight of the day, follow the path of the artificial consciousness 

 
Within its movement, pressure of time itself 
Count on the love of the lost ones, illuminate the skies above 
Phase aligned the pressure of time, cast for no other 
Extinguished in the depths beneath 
Fate defined the promising tide, cast for no other, 
We must go 

 
(Try to destroy all that we’ve built, embrace your failure 
Destruction coated with bliss, we have the knowledge 
To destroy all that we’ve built, embrace your failure 
 Constructed hate and disease, their final hour) Repeat    

  

 
In their great journey of the stars through space 
The pallid, faithful moon, has been the one companion of the earth 
Her tender face, pale with the swift, keen purpose of that race 

 
Before decades coming, aligned worlds split in half 
You can’t fathom enough knowledge of the world above 
Before decades coming, aligned worlds split in half 
You can’t fathom enough knowledge of the depths below 

 
Within its movement, pressure of time itself 
Count on the love of the lost ones, illuminate the skies above 
Phase aligned the pressure of time, cast for no other 
Extinguished in the depths beneath 
Fate defined the promising tide, cast for no other 
We must go 

 
(Try to destroy all that we’ve built, embrace your failure 
Destruction coated with bliss, we have the knowledge 
To destroy all that we’ve built, embrace your failure 
 Constructed hate and disease, their final hour) Repeat 

 

 



The Swarm 
 

 

Behold, a fire shone a light onto the wretched that walk the dark spreading their plague 
A fear fed in our darkest nights, A fear that never rests 
Like a sound of cracking thunder, Like a horde that wants you dead 
 
The swarm, it closes in 
Takes hold of a life condemned, a mind that spiralled down into eternal damnation 
A mindless hunt of insanity, a limbless dance of art 
To bear the hunter’s mark in a world that fell apart 
 
A fire burns bright this evening, sets a tone to feast 
A haunting melody echos to call their relentless misery 
A suffering brought upon humanity, the destruction of life itself 
A psychotic retribution to feel the infection spread throughout this world 
 
Consumed to black corruption at its peak 
Vicious minds brought a war to see their puppets bleed 
As a dying race, as they drop one by one 
The reign of night has begun forevermore 
 
Delirium claims your veins, a progressive fate 
A life that fought for far too long, a life that spiralled down 
For a sense of salvation pray to your deity 
For as long as you breathe it’s your blood they seek.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Strong Man’s Will 
 

The brave that dwells within, a soul that bears the key 

A survivor, fighter, a flame that will never fade (never fade) 
A strength that will reign, a strong man’s will will always claim its victory 

They reclaim their rightful throne beside their blood 

A place where they belong 
 

In the times of suffering, bleeds with anxiety and pain 

A soul amongst the world has beared the sword and the mark of a warrior 
An enemy the somber, bleak to deprive and victimize 

Strength will pull through an everlasting fight 
A strong man’s will will never die 
 

A strong man’s will will never die 
 

A fire that emits the brightest light in the world of relentless dark 

The strength of might binds them all to their mold so they will never, never fall apart 
 

In the times of suffering, bleeds with anxiety and pain 

A soul amongst the world has bared the sword and the mark of a warrior 
An enemy the somber, bleak carves crimson from your veins 

Strength will pull through an everlasting fight 
A strong man’s will will never, never die 
 

A strong man’s will will always claim its victory 

Reclaim your rightful throne beside your blood 

A place called home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Transcendence 
 

Absent breath, absent heartbeat, no signs of vitals remain 

Yet, still so alive, this carbon form - a discarded shell 
A new journey has now begun 

I navigate throughout this realm 
 

For so long we’ve waited for transcendence 

For so long we’ve waited for this life to hold meaning 

For this life to transcend 

To become at peace 

To become complete 
 

What is the final stage? 

How do we attain euphoria? 
 

Never give up on chasing your dreams will be the way to get what you seek 
 

Life in permanence, perpetual bliss 

No longer limited to this physical form 

Life in permanence, all that you’ve wished 

Bestow upon yourself and exceed the norm 
 

Rebirth 

Transcendence 
 

For so long we’ve waited for transcendence 

For so long we’ve waited for this life to hold meaning 

For this life to transcend 

To become at peace 

To become complete 
 

This life to hold meaning 

For this life to transcend 

To become at peace 

To become complete 
 


